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VEHICLE SYSTEMS- EXPENDABLE
INTRODUCTION
PERSPECTIVES OF THE SUBPANEL ON EXPENDABLE LAUNCH VEHICLE
STRUCTURES AND CRYOTANKS
• NEW MATERIALS PROVIDE THE PRIMARY WEIGHT SAVINGS EFFECT ON
VEHICLE MASS/SIZE
- PROVIDE ROBUSTNESS IN DESIGN
- YIELD SYSTEMS COST SAVINGS
• TODAY'S INVESTMENT
- DISPROPORTIONATELY SMALL
- SIGNIFICANT BENEFITS APPARENT
- NO FOCUSED PROGRAMS IN MATERIALS AND STRUCTURES TECHNOLOGIES
WITHIN NASA FOR LAUNCH VEHICLES
• TYPICALLY 10-20 YEARS TO MATURE AND FULLY CHARACTERIZE NEW
MATERIALS
- MANUFACTURING PROCESSES MUST BE DEVELOPED CONCURRENTLY
- USER NEEDS CAN ACCELERATE MATERIALS DEVELOPMENT
- SELECTED EXAMPLES (8090, 2219, 7XXX)
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VEHICLE SYSTEMS
TECHNOLOGY NEEDS ADDRESSED BY THE EXPENDABLE











EXPENDABLE LAUNCH VEHICLES AND CRYOTANKS
VEHICLE SYSTEMS PANEL
DESCRIPTION:
• ADVANCED STRUCI_IRAL MATERIALS
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• IN THE LAST tOYEARS. MANYkK)VEL MATERIALS
HAVE BEEN DISCOVERED THAT HAVE APPLICABILITY
TO SPACE PROGRAMS
• THESE INCLUDE BUTARE NOT LIMITED TO:
• ULTRA L IGHTWE IGHT AL ALLOYS
- METAL MATRIX COMPOSITES
- POCYMER BASED COMPOS_ES
• DEVELOPMENTOF THEgE MATERIALS TO MATURITY,
AND APPLICATION IN NASA PROGRAMS, W1LL HAVE A
PROFOUND INFLUENCE ON WEIGHT AND COST
SAVINGS AS WELL AS TECHNOLOGICAL IMPACT
MILESTONES & RESOURCE REOUIREMENTB:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• EVALUATE THE APPUCATK)N AREAS AM) STATE OF
MATURITY OF THESE NEW MATERLALS
• DESIGN AND ANALYTICAL TOOL TO REALISTICALLY
CALCULATE COST AND WEIGHT BENEFITS ARISING
FROM INCORPORATION OF SUCH MATERIALS
• PRIORmZE AND SELECT FOR FUNDING THE SEVERAL
MATERIALS THAT OFFER THE MOST 8K_IFICANT
PAY-OFF IN THE 3-10 YEAR TIME FRAME
• INSIST ON A TENDING APPROACH THAT INCt.UDE8
NASA, PROOUC_R8 AND I,JSEP,8 AND INVOLVE|
8ELECTIGN, DESK3N, MANUFACTURING. A,NO
ENGINEERING CRITERIA
DESCRIPTION:
• NEAR NET SHAPE FABRICATION TECF_OLOOY FOR
VEHICLE STRUCTURES
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• CCJRP,ENT V1EHICLE SYSTEM STRUCTURES EMPLOY
CONVENTIONAL MATERIALS AND FABRICATION
TECHNOLOGY
• RESULTANT S_TURE@ ARE TYPICALLY HIGH CO6T
AND WEIGHT I_NALTIES ARE BUILT INTO THE DESIGN
• NUMEROUS NEAR NET SHAPE FABRICATION
OPPORTUNMEB EXIST, EMPLOYING FORMING AND
JOINING TECHNOLOGIES WHICH ARE RECOGNr)CD.
BUT REQUIRE DEVELOPMENT
• PAYOFFS WILL INCLUOE SIGNIFICANT IMPROVEMENTS
IN PERFORMANCE ANO LOWER FABRICATION ANO
TOTAL PROGRAM COSTS
MILE_I'ONES & RESOURCE REOUIREMENT8:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
* INITIATE AOGRESSlVE TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAM TO DEMONSTRATE FORMING _ JOINING
PROCESSES SUITABLE FOR ALL APPROPRIATE
VEHICLE SYS]Tr.M STRLICTUF_$
* IDE_ V1_41CLE STRUCTURES DESIGN CONCEPTS
AND REOUIREMENTS AMENABLE TO NF..N:t NET SHARE
PROCESSING
• 8ELECT NEAR NET SHAPE PROCESSES AMENABLE TO
VEHICLE HARDWARE
• DEVELOP CANDIDATE HARDWARE PROGRAM TO
DEMONSTRATE/VALIDATE FABRICATION TECHNOLOGY
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EXPENDABLE LAUNCH VEHICLES AND CRYOTANKS
VEHICLE SYSTEMS PANEL
DESCRIPTION:
• NDE OF ADVANCED STRUCTURES
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• NEED AUTOMATED REAL-TIME TECHNIQUES TO
REDUCE COST
• HIGHER-STRENGTH MATERIALS NEED MORE
RELIABLE NDE
• FRACTURE TOUGHNESS DRIVEN DESIGNS REQUIRE
PRECISE FLAW IDENTiFICATION/DETECTION
MILESTONES & RESOURCE REOUIREMERTS:
RECOM MENDED ACTIONS:





• INCORPORATE AUTOMATION FEAl!JRES
• EVALUATE BUILT-IN SENSORS FOR COMPO61TES
DESCRIPTION:
• AI-U: TECHNOLOGY
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• SPACE PROGRAMS REQUIRE UNIQUE UGHT WEIGHT
MATERIALS
• ALLOYS DEVELOPED FOR COMMERCIAL AND MILITARY
AIRCRAFT NOT DIRECTLY APPLICABLE
• MATERIAL PRODUCERS ARE NOT CURRENTLY
PLANNING TO iNDEPENDENTLY DEVELOP THE
REQUIREO LAUNCH VEHICLES ALLOY_
DEVELOPMENT WILL BE MARKET/USER DRIVEN
• NEAR-TERM N-U ALLOYS CAN PROVIDE UP TO 16
PERCENT W_IQHTSAVING.O_ LONGER-TERM ALLOYS
HAV_ POTENTIAL V_IGHT SAVINGS UP TO 30
PERCENT
. AJ-U ALLOYS PROVIDE UNK_JE PROCESSING
OPTIONS, I.E. SUPERPLASTIC FORMING
• LACK OF COOE R FUNDING LIMIt'S EFFECTIVENESS OF
BRIDQING PROQRAM
MILESTONES & RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• FUND GOVERNMENT, INDUSTRY, AND PRODUCER
PROGRAM TO ACCELERATE NEAR-TERM AND
FAP_TERM A_LI DEVELOPMENT
• TAILOR MATERIALS DEVELOPMENT WITH SELEC'_D
MANUFACTURING PROCESSES
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BENEFITS OF USING AL-LI ALLOYS
FOR CRYOGENIC TANKS
15% lank weight 2219 80% raw malerlal weight
savings due to Improved Integrally machined savings due 1o reduced
speolflc properties scrap rate (80:20)
Integrally machined I _ Tank we!ght 50K Ibs
" " I Haw malertal 250K Ibs Bul/l-up structure
, ? _-_L_ I, ==;-,@$,,,blAI-U@==0,,b ,_J-_-_--,
l_"_w..m_'[_,"'213_,b,! 1 I [ Rawmaterlal5' K4bs
Ma sts Malerlal costs
I_ Cost-to-orbit I $1.0 M
I s42- I I I bane,,, I i $10M
I .$3.2M i _ $100M
....... ' ! $85M I" 0
System costs savings ] I -Slam | Systemcostssa,ln.s
- S 15.0 M |<, I• I -$15.0M
"$11.8M" i
-$15.o M ,
EXPENDABLE LAUNCH VEHICLES AND CRYOTANK8
VEHICLE SYSTEMS PANEL
DESCRIPTION:
• COMPOSITE TECHNOLOGY FOR CRYOTANKS AND DRY
BAY STRUCTURES (WITH EMPHASIS ON FBER
REINFORCED PLASTIC SYSTEMS)
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• PRCCESSES MUST BE DEFINEO TO _ FOR FRP
MANUFACTURING CAPABILITIES
• A TOTALLY IN'I_ORATED MATERIALS, DESIGN.
MANUFACTURING, INSPECTION, AND TESTING
PROCESS MUST BE IDENTIFIED WHICH WILL ACCOUNT
FOR THE UNICIUE PROCES_ NEEDS AND CJU:_ABIUTIES
OF C_UPOG_S
• WEIGHT REDUCTION POTENTIAL IS 20-30 PE_
MILESTONES & RESOURCE REQOIREMENTS:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• ESTABLISH COMPOSi"I'E CRYOTANK SYSTE]iNOESlGN
REQUIREMENTS, IDEHTIFY LINER REQUIREMENTS
• DETERMINESTATE.OF-THE-ART C/_ABILFI'IES IN FRP
COMPOSITES FOR MATERIALS, DEIGN,
MANUFACTURING, INSPECTION AND TESTING,
SPECIFICALLY CONSIDER THE FOLLOWING:
ItH.INE INSPECTION
- IN-srru CURE METHOOOLOGY
- TOOLING APPROACH
- JOINING _OGY
- COMPOSITE DAMAGE TOLERANCE AND I_/gl:l
• DESIGN A BASELINE CRYOTANIK
• CONDUCTM NUFACTURINO PROCESaTRADES
• ESTABLISH A BASELINE MANUFACIIJRING PROCESS
• OEFINE FACI.JTY $1ZE REQUIRED TO SUPI:_ FR °
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MATERIALS AND STRUCTURES TECHNOLOGY FOR
SPACE TRANSFER VEHICLES
Cryotank Core primary structure




• Spun formed domes
• SPF, Built-up structure L v








• Real time radiography
• Advanced ultrasonics











Increased reliability and vehicle life




- PROCESS UNDERSTANDING,OPTIMIZATION. AND
AUTOMATIONFOR JOINING STRUCTURES
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• WELDING USED ASJOINING TECHNIQUE ON ALL MAJOR
AEROSPACEHARDWARE
• REPAIROF WELDING DEFECTS MAJORCOST IN
MANUFACTURING
• HUMANERRORSA MAJOR CAUSE Or WELDING
DEFECTS
• LACKOF UNDERSTANOINGOF PROCESS VARIABLES
AND _IR INFLUENCEON PROPERTIES
• AUTOMATIONPOTENTIALLYCAN REDUCE NOE
MILESTONES & RESOURCE REOUIREMEICFS:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• IDENTIFY PROCESS VARIABLESRELATIONSHP8
• DEVELOP PROCESS MODEl.8
• IDENTIFY AND DEVELOPSENSORS FOR PROCES.R
MONITORING AND FEEDBACK
• IDENTIFY AND DEVELOPCONTROL HARDWAREAM)
SOFTWARE
• VERIFY AND VALIDATEPROCE_E$ ANDOONTI_
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- BUILT-UP STRUCTURES FOR CRYOGENICTANKS
AND DRY-BAYAPPUCATK)N$
BACKOROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• INTEGRALLYSTIFFENED STRUCTURESFABRICATED
BY MACHININGFROM ATHICKPLATE REgULTS IN
HIGH SCRAP RATES (85%,)
° LOW BUY-TO-FLYRATIO REQUIREDFOR ECONOMIC
UTILIZATIONOF NEW HIGH PERFORMANCEMETALS
• BUILT4JPSTRUCTURE APPROACHISAPPLICABLETO
BROAD RANGE OF STRUCTURALCOMPONENT8
ENCOMPASSfNG TANKSAND DRY,BAYSTRUCTURr_
. PAYOFFSWlLL _CLUDE SIGNIFICANT
IMPROVEMENTS IN PERFORMANCEAND LOWER
FABRICATIONCOST
MILESTONES & REgOURCE REQUIREMENTS:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• IOENTFY V_HICLE STRUCTURES, DESIGN CONCEFT8
AND REQUIREMENTSAMENABLE TO BUILT-UP
8TRUCTU_ APPRO._'._
• DEVELOP FORMINGANDJOININGPROCESS TO
FABRICATE APPROPRIATESTRUCTURAL PREI:ORM$
• DESIGN. FABRICATEAND TEST STRUCTURAL
8UBELEMEN'rS
• DEMONSTRATE STRUCTURAL w'r'EGRITYUNDER
REALISTIC SERVICE CoNDmoN8
• VALIDATE TEC:HN_OQ'Y THROUGH DESION,
FABRICATIO_ ANOTESTS OF FULL*SCALETANKSANO
DRY-BAY STRUCTURALARTICLES
SUMMARY OF THE DELIBERATIONS OF THE EXPENDABLE
LAUNCH AND CRYOTANKS SUBPANEL
• THE MAJOR NEAR TERM ISSUE FOR AI-Li IS WHETHER FUNDING WILL BE
PROVIDED TO ASSURE INCORPORATION IN THE NLS
- PRODUCTION CAPABILITY IS IN PLACE FOR 8090, WELDALITE, AND 2090
- NEAR NET SHAPE PROCESSES HAVE BEEN DEFINED AND SCALE UP
ACTIVITIES ARE UNDERWAY
- PROGRAM MANAGEMENT DECISIONS ARE REQUIRED TO EXPLOIT
POTENTL_L
• MATERIALS TECHNOLOGY PROGRAMS WITHIN NASA ARE TOO
LIM flED/RESTRICTIVE
- NO FOCUSED PROGRAMS IN MATERIALS AND STRUCTURES TECHNOLOGIES
WITHIN NASA FOR LAUNCH VEHICLES
- CLEAR NEED FOR SUSTAINED/CONTINUING PROGRAMS TO SUPPORT USER
NEEDS/LONG TERM NASA MISSIONS
• SIGNIFICANT NEEDS EXIST FOR STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS AND OPTIMIZATION
PROGRAMS
• NDE TECHNIQUES AND METHODS MUST BE EXPLOITED TO ASSURE
INTEGRITY, RELIABILITY AND COST REDUCTIONS
• JOINING AND BONDING TECHNIQUES AND CONCEPTS MUST BE DEVELOPED





• FUTURE VEHICLES REQUIRE LOW COST, HIGH RELIABILITY, ROBUSTNESS,
LOW MAINTENANCE, ON-TIME LAUNCH CAPABILITY
• CURRENT TECHNOLOGY GAPS EXIST RELATIVE TO ACCOMPLISHING THE
ABOVE GOAL





































































• DAMAOE TOLERANT DESIGN FOl:_ COMPOSITE
STRUCTURES
MILESTONES & RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS:
• PUBLISH DAMAGE TOLERANT DESIGN DATA BOOK
FOR COMPOelTE STRUCTURE
BACKOROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• SPACE TRANSPORTATION MISSIONSARE WEIGHT
DRIVEN
• COMPOSITES REDUCE WEIGHT, REDUCE PART
COUNT AND ARE ADAPTABLE TO COMPLICATED
SHAPES
• UNLESS PROPERLY DESIGNED, EASILY DAMAGED
• OOAL: VISUALLY INSPECT ONLY WITH MINIMAL
IMPACT ON WEIGHT
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• DEVELOP DAMAGE TOLERANT PHILOSOPHY/CRITERIA
• ASSEMBLE INDUSTRY AVAILABLE TEST DATA
• IDENTIFY CANDIDATE FBER9, RESINS, LAY-UPS, AND
MANUFACTURING PROCESSES FOR DAMAGE
TOLERANT SKIN DESIGNS
• DEVELOP DESIGNED EXPERIMENTUTILIZ]NG DAMAGE
TOLERANT TESTING TO IDENTIFY DRIVERS
(TEMPERATURE RANGE RLT. TO
• UTILIZE BEST SKIN DESIGNS FOR HONEYCOMB
PANELS AND PERFORM DESIGNED EXPERIMENT TO
AGAIN tDE]_ITF'Y DRIVERS ('TEMPERATURE RANGE R.T.
. eoo'9
DESCRIPTION:
• OPTIMIZI:D SYSTEM ENGINEERING APPROACH TO
ENSURE ROBUSTNESS
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• LOW MARGINS IN THE ASCENT OPERATIONAL
ENVELOPE INCREASES OPERATIONAL COST
• MAINTENANCE AND REFURBISHMENT OF LOW-LFE
PARTS IS C0811.Y IN INSPECTION, ANALYSIS AND
CHANGE_)UT
• RO6USTNESS PROVIDES LOWER TOTAL C06T, LESS
REWORK, LAUNCH TIME, HIGHER PERFORMANCE AND
LESS COMPLEX OPERATION
MILESTONES & RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• DEVELOP CONCURRENT ENGINEERING TOOL8 FOR
FLIGHT MECHANICS, CONTROL. PERFORMANCE,
LEADS, AEROELASTICITY, MANUFACTURING,
OPERATK'_NS,
• DEVt;LOP INTER-DISCPLINARY, TOTALCOST
OPTIMIZATION ANO TRADES ANALYSIS TOOLS
• DEVELOP ACO.._IATE STATISTICAL QUANTFICATIC_
TOOLS FOR ALL SENSITIVE PARAMETERS
• DEVELOP ATMOSPHERIC ('WINDS) CHARACTERISTICS
FOR DESIGN AND OPERATION
• ANALYTICAL TOOLS TO MORE ACCURATELY PREDICT
AERODYNAMICS, PLUMES, ACOUSTICAL, e¢... INDUCED
ENVIRONME]_n" DATA CFD
• DEVELOP MODEL SYNTHESIS TOOLS TO REDUCE
MCOEL DEVELOPMENT
• DEVELOP b'_TEM PROEABILISTIC TOOLS TO GUIOE
OPTIMIZATION CRITERIA
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MILESTONES & RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS:
BACKOROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• CURRENT REUSABLESPACE VEHICLES
E_ENTIALLY DE-CERTIFIED AS FLIQHT VEHICLES AT
/HE MOMENTOF TOUCHDO_
• RE_:ERTIFICATION REQUIRESLARGE SCALE
DISASSEMBLY,INSPECTION,AND TEST PRIOR TO
NEXT FLIGHT
• THESE ACTIVITIES ARE LABOR INTENSNE AND
ACCOUNT FOR A LARGEPARTOF THE OPERATIONS
COST OFTHE VEHICLE.
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• EXAMINE MAINTENANCE_ REFURBISHMENT
PHILOSOPHIES OF NON-SPAC_ VEHICLE OPERATORS
TO IOENTFY "LESSONSLEARNED"FOR SPACE
SYSTEMS
• DEFINE EXPERIENCE DATA BASE FROM PABT
REUSABLE VEHICLEFLIGHTS TOALLOW STATISTk3/¢
CORRELATION OF SYSTEM FAILUREMODES.
EFFECTS, AN0 FREQUENCIESWITH MAINTENANCE
AND REFURBISHMENTAPPROACHES
• DEVELOP CRITERIATO DESIGN FOR MAINTENANCE
AND ASSEMBLY
• IDEICrFY M_NTENANCE AND REFURBISHMENT








• NEAR NET SHAPE FABRICATIONTECHNOLOGY FOR VEHICLESTRUCTURES
• NEAR NET SHAPE METALSTECHNOLOGY
• NEAR NET SHAPE EXTRUSIONS FOR STRUCTURAL HARDWARE
• NEAR NET SHAPE:FORGINGS
• NEAR NET SHAPE:SPIN FORGINGS
• WELDING
• IN-SPACEWELDING/JOINING
• COMPOSITES TECHNOLOGY FOR CRYOTANKS AND DRYBAYSTRUCTURES
• JOINING TECHNOLOGY FOR COMPOSITE CRYOTANKS
• TOOLING APPROACHFOR MANUFACTURING LARGE DIAMETERCRYOTANKS
• DEVELOPA CURE METHODOLOGY FOR LARGE COMPOSITE CRYOTANKS
• STATE_3F-THE-ARTBUCKLING STRUCTURE OPTIMIZER PROGRAM
• STATE_)F-THE-ART "SHELLOF REVOLUTION"ANALYSIS PROGRAM
• NDE FOR ADVANCEDSTRUCTURES
• IN-LINE INSPECTIONOF COMPOSITES
• SCALE-UPOF LAUNCH VEHICLES
• LAUNCH VEHICLETPS/INSULATION BEYOND 27.5 FT. DIAMETER










BACKGROUND • RELATED FACTORS:
• LIGHTlh_IGHT CRYOGENIC TANKS WILL INCREASE
THE PAYLOADTO ORBIT OF VARIOUS LAUNCH
SYSTEMS
• AL-LIHAS NOT REACHED _ MATURITY TO
I_PORATE INTO THE DESIGN _THOUT
CONSIDERABLE ADDITIONAL EFFORT BEYONDTHAT
CURRENTLY FUNDED,
MILESTONES AND RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS:
• SUFFICIENTDATABASE FOR PROGRAM MANA_R8
TO/KX_PT THE MATERIAL IN NCW LAUNCH
VEHICLE PROGRAMS
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• CONDUCT A PROC=P.N_COORDINATED WTIH




DERIVEDPARENT MATERIAL AND _ PROPERTIES,
FRACTt.P,E_SS, STRESS COPJ_OSlON.
RESISTANCE.ETC HAVE BEEN ESTABLISHED
DESCRIPTION:
• CRYOGENIC TANKAGE
- OUALIFY COMPC_ITE TN_ FOR USE
WITH LIQUID HYDROGEN
BACKGROUND • RELATED FACTORS:
• GREATER PAYLOAD TO ORBIT CAN BEOBTAINED
WITH COMPOSITE TANKS SUITABLEFOR USE WITH
LI(XJIO HYDROGEN
• RECENT TESTS WITH A I/3 FULLSCALE NASPTANK
WITH LIOUIO NITROGEN (LN2} DEMONSTRATEDTHAT
THE COMPOSITE WAS NOT PERMEABLEAT LN2
TEMPERATURES, EARLIER SMALLSCALE1_S'11
WITH GASEOUS HELIUM AT -420F DEMONSTRATED
TECHNICALLY ACCEPTABLE PERMEABILI"W AND
RESISTANCE TO M_ROCR/_KING WHEN
THERMALLY CYCLEO. NASP 1/3SCALETANK B
CURRENTLY IN TEST. THERMALCYCLE 1TST$ AND
LIQUIO HYDFKX_N LOADING MtE BEING
CONDUCED.
MILESTONES AND RESOURCE REO4..qREMENTS:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• ESTABLISHTHE ENABLINGTECHN(XOGY TO BUILD,
INSULATEANO TEST A SUB..,RCAL.ETANK. TANK
TEST SUCCESSFUL
• IDENTIFYWHERE THE TECHNOLOGYIS ADEQUATE
ANO _M-_RE DEVELOPMENT 16REQUFIED
- DEMONSTRATE ADEQUATE TECHNOLOGY
- D_£LOP TECHN(X.OGY (SUBJ..ALE)
• DECICEON M_ACTURING kPFIqOACH
• DESIGN SUBSCALE TANK WfTH ALL THE FEAllJRE9
OF A FULLSCALE TN4K







- QUALIFY COMPOSITE TANKAGEFOR USE
WITH LK_JO OXYGEN
BACKGROUND • RELATED FACTORS:
• OREATER PAYLOAD TOORBIT CAN BEOBTAINED
WITH COMPOSITE TANKS SUITABLE FOR USE WITH
LOX
• RECENT TESTSWITH A 1/3 FULLSCALENASP TANK
WITH LIQUIO NITROGEN _N 2) DEMONSTRATED THAT
THE TANK WAS NOT PERMEABLE(IN AN
ENGINEERING SENSE) AT LN2TEMPERATURES.
NA.'3P1/3SUBSCALE TANKIS CURRENTLY IN TEST.
THERMAL CYCLE TESTS AND LIQUID HYD_
LOADINGARE BEING CONDUCTED.
MILESTONES AND RESOURCE REOUIREMENT_J:




• ESTABLISHFEASIBU"Pf PROGRAMWITH THE
r-OCLOWINGAS AM_'MUM:
- ESTABLISH,_-TOF DESIGN QROUNO-RULES
. DEVELOPLIN(RS WITH DAMAGE THAT WILL
PI_"VENT ACONFLAGRATION
- TESTSTO DEMONSTRATENO CONFLAGRATION
- _oooCYC_S OF RAPIO02 PRESSURIZATION




• LAUNCH V_HK_.E TPSI_SULAT_N
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• CLEAN AIR ACTS MANDATEEI,.IMff'UkTIONSOF FREON
BLOWING AGENTS
• ROBUST DESIGN PHILOSOPHYDICTATES
11_SSYSTEMS
• LONG DURATION SPACE MISSIONS REQUIRE SPACE
QUALFIED TPS MATERIALS TO SURVIVE
ENVIRONMENT AND NOT CREATE DEBRIS FOR
OTHER CRITICAL OPERATIONS
MILESTONES AND RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS:
RECOMMENDED AC'TION$:










• DURABLEPASSIVE TNERMALCONTROL DLL"VICES
ANO/OR COATINGS
BACKGROUND • RELATED FACTORS:
• REUSABLE CW PROGRAMREQUIRES LIGHTWEIGHT
DURABLE INSULATIONFOR MINIMUM COST AND
QUICK TURNAROUNO
MILESTONES AND RESOURCE REOUIREMENTS:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• DEVELOPROBUSTHIGH I:_RFORVANC_. LOW C06T
AND REUSABLE_IERMAL CONTROLOEVICE$ AND/OR
COAT_G8
DESCRIPTION:
• D_VELOPMENT ANOcHAqACTERiT.ATION OF
PROCESSINQ METHOOSTO REDUCE
ANISOTROPY OF MATERIALPROPERTIES IN
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• THE ANLgo'nIoPY OFAI-U. ESPECIALLY THE Wd)UCED
STRENGTH IN THE SHORT TRANSI/IERSEDIRECTION,
SIGNIFICANTLY IMPACTS_ UTILITY OF
APPLICATIONS
• DESIGN ALLOWABLESAREFRE_Y DICTATED BY
THE S-T STRENGTH (Pf_'VENTING THE ACHIEVEMENT
OF MAXIMUMBENEFIT FROM _ US_-)ANO
COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFTBUILDERS HAV1EHESITATED
TO USE A_U BECAUSEOF CONCEI_ OVER THE LONG
TERM EFFECTS OF ANISTROPY
MILES'I'ONES AND RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• REFINEEXISTING LABORATORYSCALEPFtOCESS TO
PROOUCE ISOTROPK_N-U
• SUPPORT 9CALE-UP OF LABPRO(_S_ TO
PROTOTYPE COMMERCIALPROOUCTION VOLUMES






• DU_ABLE THERHAL PROTECTIONSYSTB'I
(TPS]
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• FUTURE REUSABLEVEHICLE PROGRAMS REQ(JIRE
LIGINTI_IGHT/DLJ_LE TIPSFOR MINIMUM COST
AND OU_.X TURNAROUND
, DURABILITYFOR W1NDJRAINAND SERVICING
OPERATIONS ISREQUFIED
• MECHANIC/_LLYATrACHABLETPS CAN PFtOVIDE
ACCESS FOR INSPECTION AND REPLACEMENT
• TPS FOR INTEGRALLOAD CARRYING CRYOGENIC
TANKAGE DOES NOT EXIST




• CONTINUEDEVELOPMENT OF DURABLE
MECHANICALLY ATTACHAgLE METALLICAND
CERAMIC DESIGNS
• DEVELOPHIGH TEMPERATURE ADHESNES FOR
BOND_N DESIGNS
• DEVELOPSPECIFIC TPS DESK_ FOR INTEGRAL
LOADCARRYING G_ffOGENIC TANKAOEINCLUDING
HIGH STRENGTH & TEMPERA_ FOAM
INSULATION-MAY WVOLVlE(3qlOUNOPURGESYSTEM
• DEMONSTRATESUIT_ILITY OF DESIGNS BY
FABRICATIONANO TESTING TO APPROPRIATE
W_O_:_N, ACOUSTIC, A_SSURE, THERMAL
REQUIREMENTS
DESCRIP11ON:
• UNPRESSURIZED AI4.i STRtJCTURES (INTIERSTAGES,
1TRUST STRUCllJRES)
- QUALIFYN-U FOR USEwrrH UNPRESSURED
VEHICLE AND STABILITYLMrrED Sll:IUC_$
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• MAJOR PORTIONS Of: VEHICLE STRUCTURES
STABILITY LIMITED. THESE INCLUDE COMPRESSION
AND _NOING LOADED STRUCTURES. /_U/CLOYS
OFFER INCREASED IN SPECIFIC STIFFNESS OF 2040%
OVER CURRENT ALUMINUMALLOYS. WITH THE
POTENTL_ FOR CORRESPONDING WEIGHT SAVINGS
IN THESE STRUCTURES
MILESTONES AND RESOURCE REOUIREMENT$:
RECOMMENDED ACTiOI_:




• COORDI_TE WtTHLOW COST MANLI:ACTURING/_NO





• NEAR NET SHAPE SECTIONS
- EXTRUSIONS
- FORGINGS
BACKGROUND • RELATED FACTORS:
• COST OF SCRAP METALON iNTEGRALLYMACHINED
HARDWAREIS NOT COST EFFECTIVE FOR NEWER
METAL ALLOYS
• RECENT ADVANCESIN ROLLFORGING ANO
INCREMENTALFORGING OFFERS SIGNIFICANT
MATERIALCO_T AND PART COUNT REDUCTIONS
FOR LAUNCHVEHK_JES
• PROCESS PAPJ_ETEFtS NEED TO BEDEVELOPED
FOR EACH NEW ALLOY
MILES'tONE9 ANO RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• IOENTIF'YCANOIOATEHARDWAREFOR LARGE





• GENERATE DES_ ALLOWABLES
DESCRiPTiON:
• PRESSURITPD STRLICllJRES
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• PRESSURIZED STRUCTURES COMMONLY U_EO
ASCR£W COMPARTMENTSON SHtrl-rLE ARO
SPACE STATIONARE CURRENTLY FABRICA'il_)
FROM CONVENTIONAL MATERIALS.
• NEW APR.ICATiONS SUCH AS NASP,SSTO, ANO
MWs WILL HAVEGREATER DEMAN0_ TO
RIEOUCEW_ IGHT WHILE BEING SUEJ_CTEDTO
HARSHER I NVIRIONMENTS
• AOVANCE'I_MATERIAL8SUCH A,_/gJJA,NOA_R
COMPOSITES HAV_ PROPERTIES CON_
TO _ ABOVE REQUIREMENTS. INTEGRAL
SKINANO 8TR_QER. SAROWICHP_EL$.
ARE ALLDESIGNS WHERE THESE MATERIALS
WOULD PROVE ADVANTAGEOU6
MIIJE_rI'ONES AND RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
CONTINUE DEVELOPMENT OF DESIGN CRITERIA
FOR THESE STRUCTURES
CONDUCT OEVELOPMENT I_STS TO DE'r£RMINE
"1_ APPLICABILrrYOF TI.IESE MATERIALS TOMEET
"THEREQUIREMENTS






• W_DtNO _JO JOINING
- PROCESSUNOERSTANDING.OPTIMIZATION. ANO
AUTOMATIONFOR JOiNiNG5TRI,._'I_JFES
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• REPAIn Of: W_'LDJNODE_CTS u_ COST IN
MANUFACTUFUNG
• I-U_AN ERRORS AMAJORCAUSE OF W_LDING
DEFECTS
• LACKOF UNDERSTANDINGOF PROCESS VARIABLES
AND THEIR INFLUENCEON PROPERTIES
• WELDING USED ASJOININGTECHNIQUE ON ALL
MAJOR AERO6PACEHN:tDWARE
• _ATION POTENTIALLYCAN REDLK_ NOE
MILE_rONE_ AND RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• II_NTI_ Pf::IOCESSVA,R[ABII:S RELATIONSHIPS
• _ LOP F_:iOCES8M,OD£L8








• MiCROUETEOROID AND DEBRISHYPEFWIELOCITY
SHIELDS
MILESTONES AND RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS:
BACKGROUNO • RELATED FACTORS:
• THE THREATTO _:3AC_ VEHIC:LESFROM ORBITAL
DEBRIS HAS BEENFUi,PIDLY INCREASING
• CURRENTALUMINUM DOUBLE-BUMPERSHELDB,K3 IS
VERY i-F.AW _ NEW_ SYSTEMS SUCH AS
NEXTEI. HAVE NOT BEENOUALFED
RECOMMENDED AC'T1ONS:
• DEVELOP AND (XJALFY LI(]t_NEIGt, rr SHELDS
A'rrAcHMENT TECHNIQUES
• CONDUCT A _ TO EVALUATELIGHTWEIGIHT
SHIEI.DING DESIGNS TO MEE"T HE THREAT
IM_QU|REM£NTS.
• ESTI_.ISHANOVERIF'YA/_LYT_ALMODEI.S. GOAL
IS TO MINIMIZE SECONDA,qYEJECTAS W_LL AS






• STATE_:-13_E-N_T SHELL BUCKLING STRUCTURE
OPTIML7_R PFKX3RAM TO SERVE AS A RAPID DESIGN
TOOL
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• CURRENT EMPHASIS ON DEVELOPMENT OF LARGE
COMPLICATED F_NITE ELEMENT PROGRAMS SUITED
TO DE_AJLED ANALYSIS. NOT DESIGN OPTIMIZATION
• AVAILABLE COOES ARE OUT OF DATE, NOT
COMPREHENSIVE AND USER UNFRIENDLY
• WILL IMPROVE THE QUALITY AND SPEED OF BOTH
PRELIMINARY DESIGN AND DETAILED DESIGN
MILES_TONES AND RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS:
RECOMMENDED AC'IION_
• PROVIOE FOLLOWING FEATURES
MACINTO6H OR WINDOW_ USER INTERFACE WITH
GRAPHIC DISPLAYS AND PULL-DCP/VN MENUS
- SIMPLE USER FORMAT DESIGNED FOR USE BY
BOTH DESIGI¢ AND ANALYSIS DISCIPLINES




- RESTRICT STRUCTURAL TEST TO A LOAD FACTOR
THAT ALLOWS N.TERNATE USAGES OF EXPENSNE
HN_DWN_E
- NO TEST FN_TOR
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• HARDWARE HAS BEEN TESTED TO DESTRUCTION OR
YIELD TO THE POINT WHERE IT IS UNUSABLE FOR
OTHER APPLICATIONS
• STRUCTURES OF ADV_ MATERIALS PRESENT
SIGNIFICANT COST TO PROGRAMS
• "NO TEST FACTOR" MAY BE USED AS AN ALTERNATE
WHERE WEIGHT MAY NOT BE CRITICAL
MILES'TONES AND RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• DEVELOP A TEST CODE THAT RESTRICTS TEST TO
LOADS WHICH MAXIMIZE THE STRUCTURES
"RELISABILITY." INDEPENDENT TESTS SHOULD BE
CONDUCTED 11.,IATALLOW FOR DATA






• REDUCED LOAD CYCLE TiME
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• LONG TURNAROUND TIME LOAD CYCLES GREATLY
INCRE_ES COST AND RESTRICTS IMPLEMENTATION OF
NEEDED CHANGES
. LOAD CYCLE COSTS ARE EXCESSIVE
MILESTONE_ AND RESOURCE REOUIREMEN'I_:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• PROVIDE AN INTERDISCIPLINARY LOADS ANALYSIS
TOOt. THAT OUTPUTS LOADS AND STRESS INSTEAD
OF SEQUENTIAL LOADS ANO STRESS ANALYSIS
• DEVELOP MO(_L SYNTHESIS TE-CHNICIUES TO
REDUC.E MODEL DEVELOPMENT
• DEVELOP AN OPTIMIZED COOE TO REDUCE
COMPUTER COST
DESCRIPTION:
• STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS ME_S
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• CURRENTANALYSIS METHODS INVOLVE ANALYSIS
BEING CONDUCTED BY ISOLATED GROUPS ANO
DISTRIBUTING RESULTS TO NEXT GROUP IN A SERIAL
FASHION
• ITERATIONS ARE LONG AND LABORIOUS
• ANALYTICAL METT.K)OS. PARTICULARLY IN THE AREA
OF STABILITY IO_OCK-OOWN FACTORS, SHOULD BE
REVIEWED. UPDATED AS NECESSNCf AND
FORMALIZED
MILESTONES AND RESOURCE REQUIREMEN'rS:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• Ot'v_.c# ELECTRONICAU.Y-IP/!rERFAC.ED_
AEROO'¢NNS¢. _. _ & Irr F_s8
ANALYS_ TOOUl THAT ALLOWRAPIO ffE3tATION ANO APPLY
THE 8ENEFffB OF GOI4CURRE]_ _
• REVI_ AV_ DOCUME_ATION ON STAMu'TY A_kP_Q.
I_P/Y1NG COt_sUN_EHC,E ON KNOCK_ FACTC_IBTO E
USED IN AIKW_ ANALYBm





• OPTIMIZATION OF STRUCTURAL CRITERIA
BACKGROUND • RELATED FACTORS:
• CURRENT STRUCTURAL CRITERIA DOES NOTkJ_LOW
ASSESSMENT Oi= VEHICLE RISK AS RELATED TO LOAD
VARIABILITY. SUBSYSTEM REDUNDANCY AND FACTOR
OF SAFETY
• LACK OF SIMPLE PROBABILISTIC APPROACH TO RISK
ASSESSMENT STIFLES EXAMINATION OF REQUIRED
FACTOR OF SAFETY TO MEET PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
• CURRENT APPROACH IS TO USE F.S_ 125 FOR
UNMANNED AND F.S. z 1,4 FOR MANNED SYSTEMS
MILESTONES AND RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• DEMELOP SIMPLE PROBABILISTIC APPROACH WITH
N_CESSN::W DATA TO DERIVE AND JUSTF'Y
STRUCTURAL CRITERUL
• DE'V_LCP ANALYSIS TOOLS TO IMPLEMENT
STRUCTURAL RELIABILITY APPROACH AND
SELECTION OF FACTORS OF sAFETY
DESCRIPTION:
• DE'VIELOP AN ENGINEERING APPROACH TO
PROPERLY TRADE MATERIAL AND STRUCTUR.kL
CONCEPTS SELECTION, FABRICATION. FACILITIES,
_o COST (TOTAL cOST)
BACKGROUND & RELATED FACTORS:
• STRUC_ $fMPLICITY REDUCES ASSEMB/,.YCO6T
AND OPERATIONAL _T
• PROCESSING CAN INCREASE COST, MR HARDWARE,
AND LOWER M ARVGANS_3E NSK NITE S|
• TOTAL COST IS THE DR N_R, NOT JUST W_E_d4T
• SEQUENTIAL ENGINEERING IS C06TLY
• SEQUENTIAL ENGINEERING TENDS TO HIOE
SENSITIVITIES ANO PROPER TRADES
MILESTONES AND RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS:
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
• DEVELOP CONC_RF_NT ENGJNEERJNG TOOLS (ALL
DISCIPLINES) _4AT PROPERLY TRADE BETWEEN
MATER_L, STRUCTURAL CONCEPT, FABRICATING
FACLITIES, PENANCE. AND OPERATION
• DEVELOP OPTIMIZATION CRITERIA FOR TOTAL CO6T
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